
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Saturday 13th March 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  9% (races 1-7); 8% (races 8-12) 

 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, In-wook 

Hwang, T B Oh, Bae Young-phil 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
Moon Se Young (NAPALSORI) was fined for careless riding in that 50m after the start 
he shifted in when not clear of UNDERCOVER which lost its rightful running and had 
to be checked. Moon Se Young has incurred two recent fines for this offence so, in 
accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to 
ride in races was suspended for two race days. Boo Min Ho (SANGGYEON) and Jo In 
Kwen (GITBI GITBI) were advised that they restrained their mounts excessively in the 
middle stages and in future races these horses would be expected to take up a more 
forward position.  
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
Kim Hae Sun (CHEON SANG HWA) explained that shortly after the start he mount 
shifted in abruptly and became unbalanced and then approaching the first turn she stated 
that her mount sustained a serious injury and was retired from the race. A post race 
veterinary examination of CHEON SANG HWA revealed the mare to have sustained a 
fracture it’s near fore leg and that it would be retired. In the home straight SANHA hung 
in and a warning was issued.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
DAEJEONSA was difficult to load in the barrier. Given its record DAEJOENSA was 
disqualified for 2 months and at the completion of the suspension period it must undergo 
a stall test prior to its next start. SEVENTY NINER hung out and lost ground shortly 
after the start. In the middle stages, CHEONMAJISANG (Yoon Young Min) raced 
ungenerously with its head in the air. Yoon Young Min was advised to discuss the matter 
with the colt’s trainer and then endeavor to rectify the problem during its track work 
sessions. 
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1200 METRES 
DAESEUNGMUBI was a late scratching when it was revealed that the gelding was lame 
in the off fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice DAESEUNGMUBI will be ineligible to 
compete for six months. In the home straight DEVIL’S WIN hung in and given that it 
has had previous warnings for this offence, the gelding will be required to compete 



satisfactorily in an official barrier trial prior to its next start. Yoo Seung Wan (DEVIL’S 
WIN) was reprimanded for failing to make a sufficient effort to prevent his mount from 
shifting in when racing inside the 100m when not clear of RUBY CROSS which had to 
be steadied and lost momentum close to the finishing line. Yoo Seung Wan has incurred 
recent reprimands and fines for careless riding offences so, in accordance with the KRA 
penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to ride in races was 
suspended for 2 race days. A post race veterinary examination of SUPERISKAHN did 
not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. A post race veterinary 
examination of MILWAUKEE MONEY did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
USEUNGYECHAN shifted in abruptly after the start. JANGGUNI was difficult to load 
in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to its next start. USEUNGYECAN bled 
during the run and will be ineligible to race for one month. Yang Hee Jin (JANGGUNI) 
stated that his mount lay in when racing in the home straight and near the 100m it threw 
its head in the air and overreacted when he attempted to shift out slightly away from 
SAENNULCHEOREOM.  
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
Lee Gi Woong (PROUS) was fined W40,000 for careless riding in that shortly after the 
start he shifted in whilst riding his mount along with the whip when not clear of 
BIRYONGGUNJI which had to checked. A post race veterinary examination of 
SIGANUI HYANGGI did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 6 – FOREIGN BRED  - 1300 METRES 
When questioned, Lee Gi Woong (GANGJAJEPAE) stated that approaching the turn 
near the 800m when leading in the race he heard yelling from riders behind him and it 
was for this reason that he looked behind on a few occasions. He stated that when in the 
home straight inside the 100m he was held up for run to the inside of HAPPY CHAMP. 
Stewards advised Lee Gi Woong that he was careless in that when he looked behind him 
near the 800m he allowed his mount to shift out presenting a favorable inside run to 
HAPPY CHAMP and as a result he was then forced to race outside that colt. Further, 
Stewards deemed that he had erred in judgment in that he failed to take a run to the 
outside of HAPPY CHAMP near the 300m when it was reasonable and permissible for 
him to do so, this run would have allowed him a clear run to the finish. In the special 
circumstances of this case, taking into account that Lee Gi Woong is a relatively 
inexperienced apprentice, he was severely warned and advised against a repetition of 
such riding. HANEUL GADEUK jumped awkwardly. HAPPYDAY KING hung out 
abruptly after the start. A post race veterinary examination of SEOULSARANG did not 
reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from BARANEUNMAEUM. 
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 4 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
DOUBLE CLASSIC was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test 
prior to its next start. In the home straight HORMAN raced greenly and lay in and out 
for which a warning was issued. A post race veterinary examination of 



MUHANCHEONGJEONG did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was 
taken.  
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 3 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1800 METRES 
Moon Jung Kyun (TWIN VICTORY) was reprimanded for careless riding in that near 
the 150m he shifted in when not clear of HANHYEOLHWANGBONG which had to be 
steadied out across its heels. As Moon Jung Kyun has incurred two recent reprimands for 
this offence, in accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased 
and he was fined W20,000. A post race veterinary examination of AERO COP did not 
reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken.  
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – FOREIGN BRED – 1800 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of WONERFUL SUN did not reveal any 
abnormality. 
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1900 METRES 
CONCOURS was fractious in the barrier and will be required to undergo a stall test prior 
to its next start. When questioned, Yoon Young Min (CHOWONUI CHUEOK) stated 
that he rode the horse in a rearward position in accordance with instructions and its usual 
racing pattern. He stated that he elected to progress forward from the 700m and when in 
the home straight his mount failed to run on as expected. Stewards expressed concern that 
he did not progress forward sooner than he did considering that he had conceded 
significant ground to given the leading division in the early and middle stages and further 
because the pace of the race was slower than normal making the task of catching the 
leading division later in the race more difficult. Yoon Young Min was advised that he had 
erred in judgment however Stewards deemed that the ride was not blameworthy to the 
extent that it deserved a suspension however he was strictly warned and was advised 
against a repetition of such riding.  A swab sample was taken from KKUM GEURIN.  
 
RACE TWELVE: CLASS 3 – FOREIGN BRED – 1400 METRES 
No incidents to report. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Han Sung Youl, Ham Wan Sik, Lee Jon Chel, Yoo Sang Wan and Lee Ai Li did not 
ride at the meeting today due to personal reasons. The replacement riders were as follows. 
Race 1   UNDERCOVER   Kin Dong Min 
   WEEKEND PARTY   Cho Kyoung Ho 
   LIKE SHOT    Moon Jung Kyun 
   BUL GWANG DO   Lee Sang Hyeok 
Race 2   OROCLASS    Oh Kyoung Hoan 
   SAEROUN YEONGUNG  Cho Kyoung Ho 
   CHEONSANGUIYEOWANG Cho Kyoung Ho 
Race 4   SAMGWAN PILSEUNG  Cho Kyoung Ho 
   BURNING BELIEVE  Yang Hee Gin 
   RUBY CROSS   Choi Bum Hyun 
Race 5   SMART KAI    Lee Sang Hyeok 



   VICTORY    Choi Bum Hyun 
Race6   SMART LINE   Lee Sang Hyeok 
   DALBINMAEUL   Choi Bum Hyun 
Race 7   DONGHAE SUHO   Lee Sang Hyeok 
   BARANEUNMAEUM  Jo In Kwen 
Race 8   HORMAN    Park Tae Jong 
Race 9   BORN REVIVAL   Lee Sang Hyeok 
Race 10  MR. LOVING LIFE   Jung Ki Yong 
Race 11  GWACHEONHWALBO  Oh Kyoung Hoan 
   GANGJA DAEWANG  Lee Gi Hweoi 
Race 12  ILLICIT IMAGE   Jo In Kwen    
 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


